
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 
 
QUESTION: Would I need Internet to be able to Use the Application 
ANSWER: Yes 
QUESTION: Why can’t you provide us with an Application that won’t require Internet Access 
ANSWER: First of all the Idea of the web-based application is that any user should be able to 
access the application beyond the 4 walls of the School. The Platform can be assessed by the 
proprietor/proprietress/head teacher/teacher/student from anywhere they are. 
A Parent/Student can independently login into his/her dashboard and print the Exam report. 
 
Our Idea is beyond accessing the platform from just one spot. Just the same way one does not 
need to go to Google or Yahoo headquarter to access his/her email, but with an internet enabled 
device, you can access your email from any spot 
 
QUESTION: What makes the Exam Report different from what we are currently Using? 
ANSWER: The Idea is to eliminate cost like report card printing on the part of the school, stress 
on the part of teachers calculating student's marks, trying to sort out the best students, try to 
assign the right grades and so on, within micro second the application does it and convert marks 
into grades, e.t.c Parents or Student can independently go on their own to print their result. 
 
QUESTION: Who handles the Data Entry 
ANSWER: The School is responsible for that, you can have someone assigned to that role like 
the computer teacher of the school or any other person, that of the exam report can be done by 
each teacher since each teacher would have his/her own user access base on priviledge. 
 
QUESTION: How Secured is our Data? 
ANSWER: There are 2 levels of Security... One was configured in the coding and the other on 
the server, so that your data is highly protected. These form part of the Memorandum of 
Understanding we sign with your school. There are 3 levels of Data Backup, Which are Cloud 
Backup, Server Backup, Email Backup. There is no point information lost cannot be retrieved 
back. 
 
QUESTION: Most schools I tell about the Pentsoft app, they request that they pay after 
delivery. 

 
ANSWER: We ensure that we are transparent in all our dealings but in a country like Nigeria 
where they dont get to believe things easily, prompted us to make sure that we provide a demo 
section, The essence of the demo is for clients to see and gets satisfied before paying.. It is what 
they get to see in the Demo, that they get. Every partner should ensure they get to show their 
client the demo. Our website also contains contact details of existing schools, they can be 
contacted directly too. A School can choose to pay before or after portal setup  
 
 
 



 
Let me state some of our features 
a. You can chat live with us from your Dashboard whenever you are faced with an issue, in as 
much that it is a User-Friendly System, we are almost 24/7 available in every of our 
communication channels 
b. Within the Attendance Module when an Attendance is marked the Parent gets to receive an 
SMS notification indicating that the Child was either present or absent in school. 
c. There is an automatic Birthday SMS Sender, it sends Birthday SMS to the Parent of the Pupil 
celebrating his/her birthday. 
d. You can set Homework and keep a Child Busy beyond school 
e. You can generate Scratchcard PIN for School Fee Payment, Result Checking and Even for 
Admission forms... This can serve as a money generating section for the school and even 
branding of school cos the Scratchcard can be produced with the school's branding at the front 
while the PIN is silver coated just like an MTN Scratch Card. 
 
Above all we are customizing to suit your needs, we are an indigenous company and we are 
providing what suit our kind of educational system and not a foreign system. 
 
EarlyLife Schools Festac Lagos have been using since 2013. www.earlylifeschools.org 
 
Beehive School Alausa have been using since January 2014. www.beehiveschool.org.uk 
 
You can visit any of the school website and look for Portal at the menu section (You will see 
Powered by Pentsoft School App) 
 
 
QUESTION: would appreciate if you could explain how a few features work. Automated 
admission and automated fee payment system/collection process 
 
ANSWER: Automated Admission: This is done from the Admission Module, After filling up 
the information of a pupil, the pupil's data synchronizes in all section like Exam Report, 
Attendance, Library, Finance, e.t.c 
 
Automated Fee Payment: This is how it works. A Student can pay his fee via Direct Bank 
Payment, He/She brings the teller to the school and the School Admin/Bursar login and input the 
amount paid on that student profile and an automated receipt is generated. 
 
A Scratch Card can be exchanged with the teller and the Parent of that student login and input 
the PIN and Serial Number on the Card and the fees automatically is paid and receipt generated 
immediately for printing 
 
 

 

 


